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ROCKING THE PILBARA 

A traverse of Karijini National Park 

by Grant Dixon 

 

The shivering did not encourage lingering. Here I was in a rock chamber polished by eons of wet 

weather scouring, a chamber of such beauty I could have sat and stared at its details for hours, 

stared at the variety of 3D patterns created by fine strata intersecting curvaceous surfaces. But I 

couldn't. I was getting too cold. Sue and I had set off down this canyon with no insulating clothing, 

and in these permanently-shaded slot canyons, the water is truly frigid outside of summer. You may 

think the Pilbara is hot, and indeed it often is (Marble Bar, not too far way, still holds the world 

record for the longest heatwave–160 days over 100 degrees Fahrenheit in 1923-24). But you 

wouldn’t be walking far up in the summer sun, anyway. And when we were there in June, facing this, 

I can tell you for a fact it can also be stone freezing cold. 

Geology is in-your-face in Western Australia’s 

ancient Hamersley Range. Banded Iron 

Formations—appropriately named given their 

alternating coloured strata—lie exposed in 

spectacular red gorges, with the character of 

each being different. Some slash across the 

otherwise rolling landscape; others are hidden 

in the folds of mountains. Some are cliff-girt 

and flat-floored; others are tight slot canyons. 

Many of the gorges are well-known, and are 

visited by many car-borne tourists each year. 

But not all of them. Many still lie in relative anonymity. And to really appreciate their diversity and 

detail, there’s nothing like a two-week gorge-hopping traverse through the backcountry of Karijini 

National Park. 

--------- 
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Meeting companions for the first time over a counter meal in Tom Price, Don Butcher, Jon and Sue 

Curlewis, Beth McCarthy and I seemed like we’d get on over the next couple of weeks. Together, 

we’d be visiting 11 named gorges and many minor tributaries. Despite being an organised trip, none 

of us had traversed the area before. We had basic trip notes; now we just had to implement them. 

Challenge and exploration beckoned. 

For me, however, there was special interest here. As a trained geologist, the rocks alone would be 

captivating. But it went beyond that. The Pilbara contrasts sharply with the environment and 

experience of walking in my home state of Tasmania and the many other cool and damp places I’ve 

visited. On arrival, I’m led to thinking about opposites to what is familiar–red versus green as the 

dominant colour in the landscape, and the dryness. Of course, the Pilbara region does get wet 

sometimes, usually during summer cyclones; without those drenchings, there’d be no gorges and 

none of the pools that allowed us to traverse the region, providing both water and shade. 

The first route finding challenge was encountered on day one. Leaving the highway in the middle of 

nowhere, with heavy packs and a day’s water load, we paused often. Following a dry creek bed 

westward, the gorge walls grew imperceptibly on either side. Sweat filled eyes didn’t make chest-

high grass thickets appear easier, and then Don drowned his phone in an unexpected swamp. There 

had to be a better way. I started scouting an exit route up the now-steep cliffs. Beth and Jon eyed 

the chosen option nervously, but we soon stood on a stony plateau, and now walked easily for some 

kilometres. Of course, the task then was to get back down into our destination gorge to the night’s 

waterhole, something achieved barely in time for dusk. Day 1’s lesson: keep an eye open for exit 

routes in case they prove necessary. 

As we moved through this country, my eyes were 

often drawn to smaller-scale rock features like micro-

folds.  With my background in geology, that’s 

understandable. But it didn’t take any geology 

background to find the Banded Iron Formations 

fascinating. Everyone did. It’s not surprising; those in 

the Pilbara region are the thickest and most extensive 

in the world. They owe their existence to a 

combination of factors that have not occurred on 

Earth for over two billion years, when vast amounts of iron were being added to the ocean from sea 

floor volcanic vents at a time before our oxygen-rich atmosphere formed. Deposition of iron 

minerals and fine quartz grains alternated, raining down onto the sea floor, depending on volcanic 

iron supply or perhaps seasonal changes in oxygen availability. Tiny microbes that produced oxygen 
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through photosynthesis were appearing and their activities were so significant for our modern world 

that it is often called the Great Oxygenation Event. 

But perhaps the most intriguing geological sight was an enigmatic collection of concentric rings. 

Looking more like petroglyphic engravings than anything else, what these circles represented and 

how they formed became the subject of campfire conversations throughout our trip. And my 

reading since indicates that even the experts are uncertain. One idea suggests the rings—we saw 

them just once, restricted to a thin rock layer—might be preserved evidence of so-called ‘boiling 

mud pools’, where pulses of hot water rise through wet sediment. But this bubble theory can’t 

explain some linked ring patterns we saw, and it’s hard to work out how bubbles could be ‘frozen’. 

Another idea involves ring generation through a chemical reaction-diffusion process (the sort that 

can be generated in a petri dish gel in the chemistry lab). 

--------- 

Hammersley Range gorges drain northward. But our route headed west so, at several points, we 

needed to leave the shelter and water of the gorges and traverse to the next. Out in the sun-blasted 

spinifex woodland, and humping a backup load of water, you’d never know the gorges existed if not 

for the map and trip notes. We followed our compass bearings and each time eventually were 

rewarded and relieved, often suddenly, as the next chasm opened before us, upon when the route 

finding changed from macro to micro as we probed and slid downward on steep loose gravel slopes 

among bluffs and spinifex. 

One of our trip’s campsite highlights was Gordon Falls. While in the dry season they’re more a trickle 

than a waterfall, the low flow meant flat rock slabs were exposed luxuriously. They offered stepped 

access to shallow pools, ideal in which to wash off the sweat and the dust and then lounge after 

dinner watching stars framed by the looming cliffs. 

We set up a base camp here for a couple of nights. The initial phase of a pack-free outing from our 

five-star campsite involved a delicate rising traverse through spinifex thicket to gain the clifftop. 

Bloodied, we rested above the junction of the wide Dales and Dignam Gorges. Occasional birdsong 

was drowned by a sudden distant then ear-shattering roar as an airforce jet threaded the 

meandering gorges and flashed past level with us. We could have waved to the pilot if he’d looked 

sideways during the split-second flypast. This was a premature return to civilisation, although not by 

much; the next day we reached the Dales Gorge road head, with its RV campsite, hordes of people, 

along with our resupply and a short shuttle to gorge systems further west. 

It was sometimes windy during our occasional forays on the tops, out of the gorges. The sounds of 

moving air and rustling vegetation were sensed more acutely due to the contrast with the gorges’ 

stillness. In the slot canyons, the stillness was sometimes palpable, and enhanced the atmosphere of 
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these places. When we were alone that is–meeting numbers of often rowdy day visitors in such 

places towards the end of our trip, these canyons became echo chambers. 

--------- 

Karijini is the Banyjima name for the Hamersley Range. It’s revered as sacred country. For more than 

20,000 years, the region has been the traditional home to several groups of Aboriginal people, and 

while we knew this, coming across an indigenous art gallery reinforced it. Sidling above a dry creek 

bed, thick strata beneath a south-facing overhang provided a shady natural canvas spanning tens of 

metres on which generations had created human and animal-based designs and recorded stories. 

Not far from the art gallery, a small pool provided the last opportunity for Don and I to each add ten 

kilograms of group water our packs. Having resolved earlier to seek a ‘room with a view’, we were 

on our way to a high and dry camp. I was nervous using my inflatable sleeping mat in what became 

home for the night, a gravely opening amidst spinifex. 

Not everyone, however, was so nervous about making a home in the spinifex. The next morning, 

after climbing to the hilltop with Don for a peek at the sunrise, and literally holding our hats while a 

gale whipped the low trees, we stumbled upon a strange area of hummocky pebble mounds 

covering several square metres. The responsible critter was a Western Pebble-mound mouse, a cute 

little burrowing rodent (at least judging from online photos viewed later; we never saw one). It 

moves thousands of pebbles up to half its body weight in size to build its namesake mounds, 

creating a micro-habitat allowing it to survive in the hot dry conditions. 

Studying outcrops near camp one evening, I noticed blue fibrous layers of asbestos in the gorge 

walls. While not common here, they stand out; their colour and texture contrast starkly with the red 

rocks. Later, we spent a couple of days exploring upper Wittenoom Gorge, but saw little more 

asbestos there. But this is not so a bit further north; the name evokes the sad history of asbestos 

mining last century, a tale of greed and institutional inertia that led to the deaths of thousands of 

former miners from lung disease. 

Today the region is arguably the heart of Australia’s mining economy. While only some rock units 

have iron concentrated sufficiently to be prospective for mining, there is plenty of it. Views from the 

flight in, and drive to, Karijini National Park hint at the scale and number of mines involved. The 

national park’s precursor was established in 1969 so, given how most Australian national parks of 

that era occupy land not wanted for other purposes, it was presumably seen as unprospective back 

then. 

--------- 
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Our final camp was among paperbarks near a long green billabong in upper Wittenoom Gorge. While 

only two kilometres from one of the major tourist lookouts, it might as well have been 200. Shady 

and peaceful, it was a good final base for exploration up and downstream. Over the next few days, 

we would explore Red, Snell, Hancock and Weano Gorges from this crowd-free location.  

Red Gorge was just around the bend upstream. We paddled in the large green pool beneath the 

gorge’s soaring cliffs, probably invisible to the tiny figures of day visitors on the distant viewing 

platform. Nearby, a hanging slash in the south wall of Red Gorge marked the terminus of Knox 

Gorge. When we traversed it days previously, this gorge had felt substantial. Now it seemed minor. 

The grand scale here had changed our perspective.  

Another excursion took us over the hill to two of Karijini’s most famous gorges–Hancock and 

Weano–where we mingled with the day visitors. While no one had felt like a cold swim to explore 

further when in Red Gorge, on this penultimate day the increasingly appealing surroundings of 

Weano Gorge tempted Sue and I onward into the frigid depths. Intricate beauty tempered by 

shivering cold followed. 

 

Having decided to stay on a few more days to check out more sights in the region, I farewelled my 

companions, and morphed into a day visitor myself. It gave me a chance to reflect on the contrasts 

of time and experience here. Most visitors have just a day or two to scratch the surface. We, 

however, had two weeks in the backcountry, with far more opportunities more to observe and 

reflect. Even that, however, was fleeting, paling into insignificance compared to the duration of 

Aboriginal engagement with the landscape. But that, too, is short compared to the rocks themselves. 

Aged more than 2.5 billion years old, more than half the age of the planet, they exist on a time frame 

that’s hard—even for geologists like me—to truly comprehend. 

First published in Wild magazine, issue 175 (2020). 
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